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These 2 plastic ladies are Kim and Kourtney Kardashian, in case you 

haven’t read the title. They are both sisters and from the show, 

“Keeping Up With The Kardashians”. I will be comparing them by 

there appearance, personality, actions, motives, and there 

popularity. 

 

Appearance 

They look very similar to me, maybe not you. They both have those 

twinkling brown eyes. Well, I guess all the sisters (Kim, Kourtney, 

Khloe) have brown eyes. Thy have long hair, the photo I chose at 

the top wasn’t really helpful to see if they BOTH have long hair, but 

of course they have the same hair color in the particular picture. 

That reminds me, what is different from their appearance? To me, 

Kourtney really where’s less makeup than Kim. Kim Kardashian is 

surprisingly younger than Kourtney, seeing in the photo it may 

seem the opposite. 

 

Personality 

Kim and Kourtney actually have pretty different personality’s. I 

have been watching many of the episodes of Keeping Up With the 

Kardashians to pick up the vibe that Kim is pretty much a drama 

queen(emotional) with things, but Kourtney is more on the calm 

side. For example, when Kourtney was pretty much “robbed”, she 

just stared at her assistant for a while figuring out its happened 

before. What they have similar with there personality is they’re 

both caring. For example, when something happens to a sister 

(Kim, Kourtney, and Khloé) they all try to solve the problem. 



 

Actions 

There actions really scream out there personality. Just like how Kim 

is a total drama queen. There actions are never always good 

necessarily, they make BIG mistakes a lot. Let’s start with Kim, she 

really screws up to me. When they were having problems as a 

family she just rage kills like those fortnite players. She does this 

stuff protecting her family (Yes, she is married to Kanye) and her 

business. Kourtney on the other hand likes solving things out 

instead of being really selfish. Being protective, like they both 

defend them when there’s like an argument with someone outside 

of the family.  

 

Motives 

What really motivates them to keep doing what they do is their 

Mom, they like their mom more than they did in Three Little 

Kardashians when their Mom kicked them out. There Mom 

supported them from all the way to the beginning. There families 

also support them a lot, also their fans. As you can see they have a 

lot of motivation so it was hard to find their different motivations.  I 

tried figuring it out, I found a video saying Kim loves proving people 

wrong, ok thanks Google. 

 

Popularity 

Kim is really more popular than Kourtney, there is even an article 

that just left Kourtney in the dust. Kim gets the crown with 62.2 



million while Kourtney has 24.7 million followers. But really they 

are more popular than just a couple million people. What’s similar 

about there followers is that most of them are over the age of 20. 

What may be different is that they like one person more than the 

other. 

 

But as always we need to joke around from time to time so I will 

show you this... 

 

 



 


